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Happy May! Thank you, thank you,            thank you (or a loved one)! Because 
of your support, small businesses are receiving an influx of cash from the gift cards 
and artisans around the country are receiving substantial orders, some for the first time 
since the quarantine began. I can’t encourage you enough to shop small to ensure 
that makers are still around to create such quality goods. I’m so excited to continue 
to scour the country and around the globe for the best paper and gifts for you. Thank 
you, our first subscribers! Now on to what’s inside...

LOCAL GIFT CARD : Akron Coffee Roasters - Albert and Chrissy are quality people, 
quality Akron people. When you make your grocery escape or your “damn, I really 
to need to drive anywhere” mission, stop by their downtown Akron or Cuyahoga Falls 
(this one has cocktails to go, too) spots - or order beans online! 
CARD 1 : “Sorry Corona...” do I really need to say more. Our friends at 1canoe2 in 
Missouri came through for either you to save to document this weird time or send to 
someone that needs to hear the words. @1canoe2
CARD 2 : “Tree Rings” by Jane & Andy of Bench Pressed in Minneapolis. This was 
the best seller at our store for the entire 5+ years, so I couldn’t not include it. Fun fact, 
I was nervous to put it out opening day for fear that the older crowd would be upset, 
but they would usually buy 5 at a time! @benchpressed
CARD 3 : “Colorful Thanks” comes from the 2 sisters + 1 cousin (plus now a lot more peo-
ple) team of E. Frances Paper. If you’ve been following us for a while we visited their studios 
in Providence Rhode Island a few summers ago. I love their illustrations! @efrancespaper
CARD 4 : “So Very Loved” ugggh, my heart jumps for Rachel’s work of Heartell Press. I 
still remember seeing her booth at the National Stationery Show in New York for the first 
time, It was breath of fresh air with a vintage red park bench and her gorgeous wood-
cuts. Once a Brooklyn girl, she’s now hanging in the midwest - Indiana. @heartellpress
WRITING UTENSIL : I mean it had to be a LePen for the first box, right?! If it’s not 
already your go-to, it will be!

I hope you love everything! Save them, share them, send them!
Peace, love and paper.


